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1. INTRODUCTION 
loud computing extract from a need. The enormous 
growth of the Web over the last era has raised the new 
class of web requirements such as millions of search 

queries a day supporting thousands of concurrent e-commerce 
transactions or. The natural response of technology companies 
has been to build increasingly large data centers to handle the 
ever-growing load; these data centers consolidate a great 
number of servers (hundreds, if not thousands) with 
associated infrastructure for storage, networking, cooling, etc. 
Over the years, technology companies, especially Internet 
companies such as Google, Amazon, eBay, or Yahoo!, have 
acquired a massive amount of expertise in operating these 
large data centers. This “know-how” extends beyond physical 
infrastructure to include experience with process 
management. Cloud computing represents a 
commercialization of this combined solution [1].  

This cloud model is composed of five essential 
characteristics, three service models (Software as a Service 
(SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a 
Service (IaaS)) and four deployment models (Private cloud, 

Community cloud, Public cloud and Hybrid cloud) [2]. 
NIST define cloud computing essential characteristics as the 

following [3]: 
On-demand self-service, a consumer can unilaterally 

provision computing capabilities, such as server time and 
network storage, as needed automatically without requiring 
human interaction with each service’s provider.  

Broad network access, the capabilities are available over the 
network and accessed through standard mechanisms that 
promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms 
(e.g., mobile phones, laptops, and personal digital assistants 
[PDAs]).  

Resource pooling, the provider’s computing resources are 
pooled to serve multiple consumers using a multi-tenant 
model, with different physical and virtual resources 
dynamically assigned and reassigned according to consumer 
demand.  

Measured Service, the cloud systems automatically control 
and optimize resource utilization by leveraging a metering 
capability at some level of abstraction appropriate to the type 
of service (e.g., storage, processing, bandwidth, and active user 
accounts) [4].  

Service Models, Nowadays everything as a service denoted 
by *aaS for example security as service and Desktop as a 
Service but the following services are standardized from NIST.  
Software as a Service (SaaS), the capability provided to the 
consumer is to use the provider’s applications running on a 
cloud infrastructure. The applications are accessible from 
various client devices through a thin client interface such as a 
Web browser (e.g., Web-based email). The consumer does not 
manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure 
including network, servers, operating systems, storage, or 
even individual application capabilities, with the possible 
exception of limited user specific application configuration 
settings.  

Platform as a Service (PaaS), the capability provided to the 
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consumer is to deploy onto the cloud infrastructure 
consumer-created or acquired applications created using 
programming languages and tools supported by the provider.  

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), the capability provided to 
the consumer is to provision processing, storage, networks, 
and other fundamental computing resources where the 
consumer is able to deploy and run arbitrary software, which 
can include operating systems and applications [4]. NIST 
defined deployment models into four deployment models for 
cloud computing.  

Private cloud, the cloud infrastructure is operated solely for 
an organization that may be managed by the organization or a 
third party and may be exist on premise or off premise.  

Community cloud, the cloud infrastructure is shared by 
several organizations and supports a specific community that 
has shared concerns (e.g., mission, security requirements, 
policy, and compliance considerations). Can be managed by 
the organizations or a third party and may exist on premise or 
off premise.  

Public cloud, the cloud infrastructure is made available to 
the public or a large industry group and is owned by an 
organization selling cloud services.  

Hybrid cloud, the cloud infrastructure is a composition of 
two or more clouds (private, community, or public) that 
remain unique entities but are bound together by standardized 
or proprietary technology that enables data and application 
portability (e.g., cloud bursting for load balancing between 
clouds). This paper can classify this work as Security as a 
Service, so the security delivered as service for VMs that 
would be protected. 

We evaluate a security robustness of Hybrid security 
scheme that designed and developed in virtual environment. 
This evaluation for virtual network traffic study, lunching 
brute force attacks, Denial of Service (DoS) attack and 
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks on critical VM at 
the same time.  The virtual network traffic studied two times, 
the first one is before launching the attacks and the second 
after lunching the attacks. Evaluating scalability of Hybrid 
Security by lunching previous attacks on many VMs in virtual 
network. The distinctive in this paper than others, which is 
performing attacks and studding virtual network traffic 
during attacks. 

The rest of paper composed of section, which is studying 
the related work. Section three is the proposed work, which 
contains lunching attack and virtual network studding 
  

2. RELATED WORK 
Jarraya et al developed multi-stage defense-aware security 

modules placement in the Cloud [5], which is depends on 
security deployment node. This node sort the security 
modules into category to select the workflow pattern. The 
category is divided into segments and these segments are 
allocated to deferent group of network nodes in the network. 
Every segment is assigned to security module to a network 
node and this assignment is calculated. The network is 
configured according to this assignment. 

This multiple security module did not developed or 

evaluated. 
 
One type of defense against hypervisor attacks in the cloud 

computing using Hypervisor-based Intrusion detection 
system.  This is located between the hypervisor and guest of 
kernel and created by Hypervisor-based IDS. The kernel is 
protected using this security layer. The system metrics in the 
cloud is observed by Hypervisor-based IDS to detect any 
threats. In addition, Hypervisor-based IDS monitors the 
communication between hypervisor, VMs and virtual 
network. These security techniques developed inside the 
hypervisor and did not evaluated [6].  

Merging VM and hypervisor intrusion detection system is 
proposed for detecting and preventing hypervisor attacks in 
cloud environment. VMHIDS adopts treats features inspecting 
tasks, which occur frequently and prevent suspicious event [7].  

Shreyal Gajare and Shilpa Sonawani design Virtual Machin 
Host based Intrusion Detection System (VMHIDS) to monitors 
computer system and prevent suspicious internal traffic on 
VM. VMHIDS considered as agent to analyze internal or 
external traffic that try to spoof system’s security policy 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
This section explore the related work 
Security performance test is related to previous work in 

other paper. Hybrid portable security for cloud computing, 
designed to mitigate attacks on virtual network traffic. This 
Hybrid security scheme  composed of virtual firewall (vFW) 
and virtual network intrusion detection system (vNIDPS) 
embedded on the hypervisor as Virtual Machines and 
integrated together. This Hybrid security scheme  achieves 
multiple goals in security concerns like portability; moved 
across different types of hypervisors, scalability that can 
applied on any VM in the virtual network. The architecture of 
virtual network represented in Figure 1, which is developed 
and implemented to achieve security on the virtual 
environment and mitigates different types of attack.  
Many researcher developed  The next section will examine this 
hybrid security and perform security performance test. The 
previous section explores the hybrid security representation 
that created in the virtual environment. 

Figure 2 illustrates the hybrid security mechanism: the first 
layer is virtual firewall to enforce the security police in virtual 
traffic and outside traffic comes from cloud user’s requests. 
Virtual firewall examines IP address for virtual machines, 

Fig. 1 Virtual Network Representation 
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blocks modifying routing table and preventing MAC Spoofing 
for VMs.  
 

Integrate Firewall rules with vNIDPS rules to achieve system 
security integrity. The second layer is vNIDPS this layer 
implemented between virtual firewall and target VMs to be 
protected. vNIDPS has two jobs first job is detecting and 
monitoring virtual traffic packets path between VMs 
themselves and incoming virtual traffic and sends alerts for 
ping or ICMP or ARP requesting. The second job is dropping 
suspicious packets based on rate filter rules that comes to 
virtual application server. Adding Green IPs in virtual firewall 
to whitelist in vNIDPS to prevent conflicts between in vNIDPS 
and vEFW. Using the vNIDPS mitigates DDOS attacks. 
Security performance test to ensure that this hybrid security is 
performing well.  

3.1. Security 
Evaluation Test 

Planning to measure the security performance is very 
important to validate that the scheme is working perfectly and 
protect the virtual environment. The security test plane made 
to ensure that this hybrid security performing well and 
achieves the purpose of its creation. After adjusting filtering 
and prevention rules in the hybrid security, we design several 
attacker machines in virtual environment (VM) and some of 
them are physical machines. 
The security test plane depends on different methods and 
materials. Using kali rootkit built on VMware workstation as 
attacker VM to perform brute force attack on valuable virtual 
application server, Meta-exploit to find the vulnerabilities in 
application server` VM, nmap to perform brute force 
authentication Wireshark for sniffing virtual traffic and Low 
Orbit Ion Cannon (LOIC) to simulate DOS and DDOS attacks.  

3.2. Generating 
Attacks 

Before generating attacks on the virtual system, knowing 
virtual system vulnerabilities is must to start the attacks. 
Metaexploit used to detect the virtual system vulnerabilities 
specially the virtual application server using “search type: 
exploit” on victim VM. Port scan is made for victim VM to 
know the open ports and not used. 
Creating First Attacker Machine (VM Linux based). All 
attacker outside LAN IPs classified as (Red IPs) classified in 
the hybrid security. Using a root kit to perform http-brute 
force attack on the victim VM (application server).   
Other attacks type on virtual network that we generates using 
DOS, DDOS and ICMP flooding generating tools. Several tools 
can generate DOS and DDOS attacks. According to InfoSec 
Institute classified DOS and best attacking tools [8], LOIC tools 
has been chosen because it is classified as the best tools, open 
source network stress testing tool ,  anonymous used it as DOS 
and DDOS attacking tools. 
The advantage of using LOIC that is runs on both Microsoft 
Windows and Linux OS and also is flooding tool used to 
generate a huge volume of network traffic to utilize virtual 
network or virtual machine application resources. This attack 
target the valuable VM by flooding it with promiscuous TCP, 
UDP, or HTTP packets. These attacks generated on victim 
server for 48-hour test and using several zombies. All attacks 
generated at the same time from different machines virtual 
and physical.  

3.2.1 Generating Brute 
Force Attacks on 
Victim VM 

The nmap tool used to generate brute force attack on victim 
VM using web site URL. Figure 3 illustrates the brute force 
attacks on victim application server and scanning the server 
using its IP and scan all ports and its status if it is up and 
running or down. 

Checking the open ports to generate a brute force attack on 
authentication as showed in Figure 4 that does not required 

Fig. 2 The Schematic Representation of Hybrid Security 
Performance Test 

Fig. 3 Brute Force Attack on VM Application Server 
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authentication to access to the server. The gain from this is 
showing that the target port “7778” is open to access to 
application server to block access to virtual DB through this 
port.  

Some benefits are shooed as other open ports and time 
consumed in scanning.  The results of this attack are 
monitors, detected by vNIDPS, and depicted in Figure 5 that 
contains message written in personal script roles file “we are 
being pinged”.  

Also, show the targeted IP, time and date of attack, message 
ID, type of attack like (ICMP) and attacker IP. 

 

3.2.2. Generating DOS - DDOS Attacks on Victim 
Application Server VM 

Measuring hybrid security of mitigating DOS and DDOS 
attacks against the virtual environments using Low Orbit Ion 
Cannon (LOIC). This test have been made twice-using LOIC, 
one time for DOS and second time for DDOS each time 
generating the attack without using the hybrid security and 
with using the hybrid security .  

 
The DOS built on Linux VM and starting attack as shows in 

Figure 6 without using the proposed hybrid security for 48 
hours.  It contains the victum URL that need to be flood, IP 
founded, port number and methods (http, TCP, UDP). After 

starting flood the (Figure X) explore the number of requested 
download and sucsseful dowload in milions times for both. 

Starting the virtual hybrid security VMs and repeat this 
attacks again for another 48 hours.  

Figure 7 illustrates the amazing results in requested 
download and successful download. Creating DDOS attacks 
as the same way as the previous one, but installing LOIC on 
several machines to benefits from complete resources (CPU, 
memory), those machines are windows OS targeting the victim 
virtual application server VM at the same. They are working as 
several zombies.  

Looking at vNIDPS monitor to see how it is works under 
attack and how dropping malicious packets. Figure 8 shows 
different attacks comes from different Zombies at the same 
time the action from using the perversion system in virtual 
network, also illustrates the attackers IPs on the same victim 
VM and the successful result found in dropping the packet 
and alert messages. 

Fig. 4 Executing Brute Force Attack on VM 

Fig. 5. vNIDPS Detect Attacks on VM 

Fig. 6 Generating DDOS Attacks on Vital 

Fig. 7 Generating DDOS Attacks while using 

Fig. 8 Preventing Attacks from Different Zombies 
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3.3 Sniffing Virtual Network Traffic Packets during 

Attacks  
Watching virtual network packets using Wireshark tool and 

look up these packets during regular use of virtual network 
and during the attacks. Figure 9 indicates the regular use of the 
application Server VM and using of http protocol from regular 
users.  

Sniffing virtual network traffic for victim application server 
VM during attacks that indicates how heavy attacker packets 
coming to victim server as showed in Figure 10. Analyzing, the 
gray area indicates that the attacker starting exploitation of 
victim VM to find the vulnerabilities on VM. The Red area 
indicates that the hybrid security blocks this attack. 

ICMP, ARP and http packets that comes from zombies on 
victim server and dropped by the hybrid security.  

The gray area indicates that the attacker starting 
exploitation of victim VM to find the vulnerabilities on VM. 

The Red area indicates that the hybrid security blocks this 
attack. 

Figure 11 explores the sniffing of the virtual network traffic 

and indicates Zombies packets that tray to effects on the 
virtual service. Attacker use protocols stop like (http, ICMP, 
TCP, DNS and SSDP Simple Service Discovery Protocol). 
ICMP stopped by virtual firewall as shown in the black area in 
(Figure X), TCP flooding stopped by vNIDPS as shown in red 
area, the cyan area shows the SSDP protocol the attacker try to 
discover the virtual network, the gray area attacker is trying to 
access the application server through port “7778”.    
  3.4. Virtual Network Traffic Study  

The virtual for network study to evaluate the performance 
of the hybrid security during the attacks and showing the 
virtual traffic load.  
3.4.1 Virtual firewall traffic studying  

Studying those attacks effects on virtual network traffic 
without using the hybrid security and with using the hybrid 
security. The virtual firewall IP-table connection tracking in 
normal usage of virtual network, which includes source IPs, 
source ports, destination IPs, destination ports and protocol, 
is used as illustrated in Figure 12, which indicates the 
minimum usage for virtual firewall (black area in the 
dashboard) on virtual traffic.  

Fig 9. Sniffing HTTP Packets in normal web activity 

Fig 10. Sniffing Attacker Packets 

Fig 11. Sniffing Attacker Packets on Virtual Network 

Fig 12. Sniffing Attacker Packets on Virtual Network 
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The virtual firewall dashboard indicates that the IP-table 
connection-tracking while attack. The black area in the 
snapshot is highly used in IP table connection indicates that 
the virtual firewall is working and blocking attacker IP, the 
used protocol (tcp, udp) and its status, which is “wait” as 
shown in Figure 13.  

Analyzing the incoming virtual traffic and outgoing virtual 
traffic in KB/s on virtual firewall during normal mode as 
depicted in Figure 14. The incoming traffic from green IPs 
(virtual network) and incoming traffic red IPs from cloud 
clients. The outgoing traffic for green IPs and red IPs is staple 
in normal usage for the network.  

Looking at the incoming traffic and outgoing traffic on the 
virtual firewall during the attacks as depict in Figure 15. 
This comparison illustrates the incoming traffic from green 
IPs and from red IPs, is very high traffic for both on the 
virtual network. The outgoing traffic for green IPs is normal 
but in the red IPS is blocked during the attack. The outgoing 
traffic for red IP, which comes from attacker, is zero 
frequency during the attack 

 
Fig 15. Virtual Firewall Traffic during Attacks 

3.4.2. Network Real Time Data Usage during Attacks 

Analyzing the virtual network real time data usage during the 
attacks using hybrid security and virtual network real time 
data usage without using this hybrid security. Figure 16 
illustrates network real time data usage during the attacks 
without using the hybrid security. The gray area indicates how 
the traffic on victim virtual application machine usage is too 
high about 400 kb/s during attacks without the hybrid 
security. Also indicates the very low reach to virtual DB server, 
In addition to that shows two parallel steady lines orange and 
red for hybrid security sensors which means those are turned 
off.  

Turning the hybrid security sensors power on and watching 
the real time virtual network data usage on VMs as shows in 
Figure 17. The data usage on vApp server downsized to 17.5 
KB/s and indicates the virtual network real time data usage on 

Fig 13. vFW Network Connection during Attacks 

Fig 14. Virtual firewall traffic normal Mode 

Fig 16. Network real time data usage during the attacks without Hybrid 
Security 
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the vNIDPS and virtual firewall is working. Also indicates 
how the virtual traffic controlled using a hybrid security. 

 
Fig. 17. Network Real Time data usage during attacks using Hybrid 
Security 

3.4.3. Network Real Time Data Transmit Rate during 
Attacks 
A virtual network real time data transmit rate without using 
the hybrid security sensors. Figure 18 shows the real time data 
transmit rate for one hour on vApp server VM and vDB server 
VM. This study repeated again for one hour on virtual 
network real time data transmit rate but with using the hybrid 
security at this time as depict in Figures above that indicate the 
using of virtual firewall and vNIDPS.  

3.4.4. Network Real Time Data Receive Rate during 
Attacks 

The virtual network real time data receive rate during attacks 
without using the hybrid security illustrated in Figure 19. The 
data receive rate-monitoring test for one hour and noticed the 
huge traffic on virtual application server in comparison with 
virtual DB server. The virtual network real time data receive 
rate during attacks using the hybrid security, noticed that the 
hybrid security is working in red and orange zones, with the 

minimum data receive rate during the attack. 
3.4.5. Network Real Time Broadcast Received during 
Attacks Using Hybrid security 
The virtual network real time broadcast received during 
attacks using hybrid security as showed in Figure 20 that 
indicates all VMs is working under flooding in the 
performance chart highlighted in the chart. 

The conclusion of this traffic study in different cases on the 
virtual network is the hybrid security that is works well 

Fig. 18 Network real time data transmit rate during attacks without Hybrid 
Security 

Fig 19.  Network real time data receive rate during the attacks  

Fig 20.  Network real time broadcast received during the attacks using Hybrid 
Security 
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against several attacks. The virtual environments works well 
under this hybrid security protection. 
 
3.5. Scalability Evolution 
Changing the scope of hybrid security to defense on all server 
VMs in the virtual network instead of defensing on the critical 
VM. The virtual has domain server VM, 2 application server 
and database server, in addition to hybrid security VMs. 
Figure 21 shows how we changed the scope of sensors to 
protect all VMs in the virtual network.  
 

 
3.5.1 Lunching attacks on many server. 
Lunching attacks on many servers VMs, for example (Oracle 
app. Server, database server, domain controller server and 
web server) using the same tools that we used before. 
Repeating the previous attacks (DoS-DDoS, Brute force attack 
comes from many attackers to many VMs at the same time. 
The Hybrid Security dropped all attackers packet according to 
sensors script.    
 

4. CONCLUSION 
This paper introduced an innovative security scheme, which 
makes layers of security around virtual traffic, and critical 
VMs that can be attacked from insider VM or from external 
attackers. The security evaluation of the Hybrid security 
shows how could avoid an attacks on hypervisor. Lunching 
brought force attack and DoS-DDoS on Hybrid Security 
system through creating attack module. Examining the hybrid 
security sensors results and defense in depth on the critical 
VM. Studying virtual network traffic during stressing on 
virtual network and VMs. Changing the scope to works on 
virtual network instead of critical VM and lunching the attack 
on May VMs at the same time to check the scalability. All 
attacker packets dropped by hybrid security. Analyzing 
virtual traffic packets to verify that all attacker packets is 
dropped by Hybrid security scheme and it is successful in 
mitigating risks on virtual environment.  The future work is 
planning to increase the number of attacker to check the 
availability of our virtual environment. 
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